
Chinese Calligraphy Competition
IUB Chinese Calligraphy Club

Introduction
Chinese calligraphy is the quintessence of Chinese culture, and has become increasingly popular in recent 
years. To further promote appreciation of Chinese calligraphy and to foster development of a local scene for 
the art, Indiana University Chinese Calligraphy Club (3C) would love to invite calligraphy lovers to the inau-
gural Chinese Calligraphy Competition. All IU students and any calligraphy scripts are welcomed. Join us and 
have fun!

Prizes and certification 
All participants will receive certificates of participation; Top three winners will receive additional cash reward!

Registration
All participants are required to submit a completed registration form with calligraphy works. You can find 
this form on the 3C Facebook page, official organization website and Renren page. You can also choose to 
pick up a form at Nov. 7 and Nov. 14’s workshops (workshop information on the next page). 
Submission deadline: December 1st, 2014.
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If you have any questions, Please feel free to send email to iub3c@indiana.edu.

Calligraphy Instructions

When sitting, the body should be erect, the shoulders balanced and 
the back straight. The legs should be apart, the feet evenly and firmly 
on the ground. The paper is held down by the left hand. The right 
hand holds the brush.

How to hold the brush?

How to write calligraphy?
The Dian 點/点, is a dot, filled from the top, to the bottom, traditionally made 
by “couching” the brush on the page

The Héng 横, is horizontal, filled from left to right, the same way the Latin 
letters A, B,C,D are written
The Shù 豎/竖, is vertical-falling. The brush begins by a dot on top, then falls 
downward

The Gōu 鉤/钩, ending another stroke, is a sharp change of direction either down (after a Heng) or left 
(after a Shù)
The Tí 提, is a flick up and rightwards

The Wān 彎/弯, follows a concave path on the left or on the right

The Piě 撇, is a falling leftwards (with a slight curve)

The Nà 捺, is falling rightwards (with an emphasis at the end of the stroke)

IUB Chinese Calligraphy Club (3C) is a student organization at Indiana University Bloomington, aiming to 
introduce Chinese Calligraphy culture among campus, build up a communicative environment to learn and 
practice calligraphy, and provide opportunities for calligraphy lovers to share calligraphy works and experience 
with each other.
3C has the calligraphy workshop every week, providing free supplies and individual mentors to anyone who has 
interests on Chinese culture. 3C also holds major cultural events such as Moonlight Carnival and Inkspiration.

About Chinese Calligraphy Club

More tutorial videos can be found online:
 “Basic stroke demonstration by 3C”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qykj50AP9KI


